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Abstract. A convertible authenticated encryption scheme allows a specified recipient to recover and
verify a message simultaneously. Moreover the recipient can prove the dishonesty of the sender to
any third party if the sender repudiates her signature later. Recently, Lv et al. (2005) showed that
the Wu et al.’s (1999) and the Huang et al.’s (2003) convertible authenticated encryption schemes
cannot provide the semantic security of encrypted messages. Then they proposed a practical con-
vertible authenticated encryption scheme using self-certified public keys, and extended it to one
with message linkages when the signed message is large. In this paper, we show that the verifier
can recover messages if given many triples of message, signature and ciphertext in the Lv et al.’s
basic convertible authenticated encryption scheme. Finally we propose a new improvement to these
schemes to overcome this weakness and to improve its efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Convertible Authenticated Encryption. A digital signature is analogous to an ordinary
hand-written signature, which is an evidence of possession of an electronic document.
A digital signature scheme allows a signer to generate a value on a message m, which
depends on m and on the signer’s public key and private key in such a way that anyone
can check validity just by using the public key. Moreover, using digital signatures with
message recovery introduced by Nyberg and Rueppel (1994) is more important for many
small message applications, the aim of which is to enable a signer to send a signature for
a message to a verifier. After receiving the signature, the verifier can recover and verify
the message from the signature. Later, Horster et al. (1994) proposed an authenticated
encryption scheme modified from the Nyberg–Rueppel scheme. In an authenticated en-
cryption scheme, the signer may generate the signature for a message and then send it to
a specified recipient, and only the specified recipient can recover and verify the message.
Therefore, the authenticated encryption scheme can be regarded as the combination of
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data encryption schemes and digital signature schemes. In comparison with the straight-
forward approach employing an encryption scheme and a signature scheme for a message
separately, the authenticated encryption scheme requires smaller bandwidth of data com-
munications for achieving privacy, integrity and authentication. Afterwards, many simi-
lar schemes have been proposed (Hwang et al., 1996; Lee and Chang, 1997; Wu et al.,
1999; Tseng et al., 2003; Chen, 2004; Hwang and Liu, 2005).

Because no one except the specified recipient can be convinced of the signer’s signa-
ture in an authenticated encryption scheme, so if the signer repudiates her signature later,
the recipient cannot prove the dishonesty of the signer to any verifier without releasing
his secret. To overcome this weakness, Araki et al. (1999) proposed a convertible limited
verifier scheme to enable the recipient to convert the signature to an ordinary one so that
any verifier can verify its validity. But it needs the cooperation of the signer when the
recipient converts the signature, which is obviously a weakness if the signer is unwilling
to cooperate.

Later, Wu and Hsu (2002) proposed a new convertible authenticated encryption
scheme. The recipient can easily produce the ordinary signature without the coopera-
tion of the signer, and if the signer wants to repudiate her signature, he can reveal the
converted signature and then any verifier can prove the dishonesty of the signer. Unfor-
tunately, Huang and Chang (2003) showed that the Wu et al.’s scheme does not consider
the problem that once an intruder knows the message then he can also easily convert a
signature into an ordinary one and claim that the signature is sent to him. Finally, they
proposed a new convertible authenticated encryption scheme to solve this problem.

On the other hand, if the signed message is large, the message must be divided into a
sequence of small message blocks and each message block can be encrypted and signed
as a signature block individually. But this approach has a weakness that an intruder can
reorder or partially delete blocks so that the recipient cannot realize this. Recently, Lv et
al. (2005) showed that neither the Wu et al.’s scheme nor the Huang et al.’s scheme can
provide semantic security for messages. That is, any adversary can determine whether
his guessed message is the actual message signed by the original signer after he gets
a valid signature. Furthermore, the Huang et al.’s scheme has another weakness: once
an adversary gets a valid signature on a specific message, then he can recover another
message if he gets its corresponding signature.

Then Lv et al. proposed a new convertible authenticated encryption scheme using
self-certified public keys (Girault, 1991), and extended it to one with message linkages
when the signed message is large. Each scheme provides semantic security of messages,
i.e., after getting a valid signature, any adversary cannot determine whether his guessed
message is the actual message.

In this paper, we show that the Lv et al.’s scheme cannot provide confidentiality either
since the verifier can recover messages if given many triples of messages, signature and
ciphertexts in the basic convertible authenticated encryption scheme. Finally we propose
a new improvement to overcome these weaknesses and to improve its efficiency.
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2. Brief Review of the Basic Convertible Authenticated Encryption Scheme

The basic scheme of Lv et al. consists of the following five phases: system initialization,
signature generation, signature recovery and verification, conversion and recipient proof.

System Initialization
The trusted authority, TA, chooses two large and distinct primes p and q, and computes

n = pq, where p = 2p∗ + 1, q = 2q∗ + 1 and p∗, q∗ are two large primes. Then, TA
selects a generator g in Zn, where g has an order of p∗ q∗, and a public one-way hash
function H(·). TA publishes n, g and H(·) to all users and keeps (p∗, q∗, p, q) secret.
When a user, Alice say, intends to join the system, she first chooses a secret key xa

and computes Ya = gxa mod n. Then she sends Ya and her identity IDa to TA. After
receiving them, TA computes ya = (Ya − IDa)(H(IDa))−1

mod n as Alice’s public key.
Alice can check the validity of ya by checking the equation y

H(IDa)
a + IDa = Ya mod

n. Every participant in this cryptosystem must register in the same way.

Signature Generation
To sign a message M ∈ Zn to a recipient Bob, Alice does the following:
Step 1: Alice, who knows the identity IDb and the public key yb corresponding to the

secret key xb of a recipient, Bob, randomly selects an integer x, and computes

r = M(yH(IDb)
b + IDb)−xmod n,

v = gx(y
H(IDb)
b

+IDb)
xa

mod n,

c = H(M, v, gx), (1)

s = x − cxa.

Step 2: Alice sends the tuple (c, r, s) to the recipient Bob.

Message Recovery and Verification
After receiving the tuple (c, r, s), the recipient Bob computes

Ya = yH(IDa)
a + IDamod n,

M = r(gsY c
a )xbmod n,

v = (gsY c
a )Y

xb
a mod n.

Then, Bob checks if the following equation holds:

c = H(M, v, gsY c
a ). (2)

If it holds, then he is convinced that the signature is a valid signature from Alice. Rejects,
otherwise.

Conversion
If the signer Alice wants to repudiate her signature later, the recipient Bob can prove

Alice’s dishonesty to any verifier by revealing the message M and the parameter v for
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a given (c, s). Any verifier can check Alice’s dishonesty by Eq. 2. Only if it holds does
the verifier accept the signature generated by Alice. If Bob does not reveal v, any verifier
cannot check the validity of the message even though he gets the message M and the
corresponding signature (c, r, s).

Recipient Proof
If Bob wants to prove to any verifier Tom that he is the real recipient, they can do as

follows:
Step 1: Bob first sends the message M , the parameter v and the signature (c, s) to

Tom.
Step 2: After determining Bob’s identity, Tom computes

Ya = yH(IDa)
a + IDamod n,

and then checks if Eq. 2 holds. If it holds, then he continues the following steps. Other-
wise, terminates the protocol.

Step 3: Tom selects a random integer k, computes

K = (gsY c
a )kmod n

and then sends K to Bob;
Step 4: After receiving K, Bob computes Z = KY axb mod n, and returns it to Tom.
Step 5: Tom computes Z = vk mod n, and checks if Z = Z∗ holds. If it holds, then

he is convinced that the signature is sent to Bob.

3. Confidentiality of the Lv et al.’s Scheme

Lv et al. claimed that their scheme can provide the semantic security of messages. How-
ever, we find that their claim is not right. Before the attack description, we first point
some problems in their scheme. We think that they are typos.

3.1. Typos

In Signature Generation, Alice randomly selects an integer x, and computes

r = M(yH(IDb)
b + IDb)−xmod n,

v = gx(y
H(IDb)
b

+IDb)
xa

mod n,

c = H(M, v, gx), (1)
s = x − cxa.

In Message Recovery and Verification
After receiving the tuple (c, r, s), the recipient Bob, computes

Ya = yH(IDa)
a + IDa mod n,
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M = r(gsY c
a )xbmod n,

v′ = (gsY c
a )Y

xb
a mod n.

Then, Bob checks if the following equation holds:

c = H(M, v′, gsY c
a ). (2)

To make Bob to accept the signature, it should have the equation

H
(
M, gx(y

H(IDb)
b

+IDb)
xa

mod n, gx
)

= H
(
M, (gsY c

a )Y
xb

a mod n, gsY c
a

)
.

It means that gx(y
H(IDb)
b

+IDb)
xa mod n = (gsY c

a )Y xa
a mod n and gx = gsY c

a , which
imply that (yH(IDb)

b + IDb)xa = Y xb
a mod p∗q∗ and gx = gsY c

a mod n.
To obtain consistency, it should be

v = gx((y
H(IDb)
b

+IDb)
xa mod n)mod n,

v′ = (gsY c
a )(Y

xb
a mod n)mod n,

c = H(M, v, gxmod n), (1)

c′ = H(M, v′, gsY c
a mod n). (2)

Besides, the equation Z = KY axb mod n should be Z = K(Y axb mod n)mod n.
Furthermore, notice that the equation s = x− cxa. To keep the private key xa secret,

x should be lager enough. Otherwise from s = xmod c, an adversary would obtain
s = (smod c) + tc − cxa for a unknown integer t. If t is not large, the adversary can
guess t off-linely, then derives the private key xa of the signer Alice.

Though we think that these errors are typos, the following weakness is fatal to the Lv
et al.’s scheme.

3.2. Confidentiality

Lv et al. showed that the Huang et al.’s scheme is insecure since if the adversary has
gotten a valid signature on one message, he would recover other messages from corre-
sponding signature.

However, there is a similar weakness in the Lv et al.’s scheme.
Suppose that an adversary, for example any verifier Tom, has gotten some valid sig-

natures on messages (Mi, ci, ri, si), i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Hence, the adversary would obtain
the equations

Mi = ri(gsiY ci
a )xbmod n,

(Y xb
a )ci = Mi/(riY

si

b )mod n.

Now if the adversary gets another valid signature (c, r, s) on a message M , he can
recover the message M as long as c is a multiple of GCD(c1, c2, . . . , ck). Because the
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probability that two random integers are relatively prime is at least 0.6, it is likely that the
adversary can find integers t1, t2, . . . , tk such that c = t1c1 + t2c2 + . . . + tkck. Then he
can compute

(Y xb
a )c =

k∏
i=1

(
Mi/(riY

si

b )
)timod n.

Finally, he would obtain M = r(Y s
b Y xb

a )cmod n.
Hence, the Basic Convertible Authenticated Encryption Scheme of the Lv et al.’s

scheme is insecure.
To withstand this attack, the equation

M = r(gsY c
a )xbmod n

should be replaced by

M = rH
(
(gsY c

a )xbmod n
)
mod n.

However, since the order p∗q∗ of the generator g is unknown except for TA, the expo-
nents in this equation are long, which would take more time to compute. Meanwhile, TA
knows the factors p and q of the modulo n. Then if p and q are not very large, TA can eval-
uate the discrete logarithms Ya = gumod p and Ya = gvmod q. Hence xa = u mod 2p∗

and xa = v mod 2q∗. Finally, TA can obtain the private key xa by using Chinese Re-
mainder Theorem. Hence, p and q should be large enough to make discrete logarithms in
Zp and Zq hard.

Therefore, the Lv et al.’s scheme is not efficient.

4. Our Efficient Convertible Authenticated Encryption Schemes Using
Self-Certified Public Keys

System Initialization
The trusted authority, TA, chooses four large and distinct primes q, p, p1 and q1, and

computes n = p1q1, where p < n, q|(p − 1), p1 and q1 are safe primes. Then, TA selects
a generator g of order q in Z∗

p , and three public one-way hash functions H(·): {0, 1}∗ →
Zq, F (·), G(·): Zp → Zp. TA publishes n, g, p, q, F (·), G(·) and H(·) to all users and
keeps (p1, q1) secret. When a user, Alice say, intends to join the system, she first chooses
a private key xa ∈ Z∗

q and computes Ya = gxamod p. Then she sends Ya and her identity

IDa to TA. After receiving them, TA computes ya = (Ya − IDa)(H(IDa))−1
mod n as

Alice’s public key. Alice can check the validity of ya by verifying the equation y
H(IDa)
a +

IDa = Ya mod n. Every participant in this cryptosystem must register in the same way.

Signature Generation
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To sign a message M ∈ Zp to a recipient Bob, Alice does the following:
Step 1: Alice, who knows the identity IDb and the public key yb corresponding to the

private key xb of a recipient, Bob, randomly selects two integers t ∈ Z∗
q and σ ∈ Z∗

p , and
computes

r = gtmod p,

e = H(M, σ, r),

s = t − exa mod q,

v = F
((

(yH(IDb)
b + IDb)mod n

)tmod p
)
⊕ σ,

c = G(σ) ⊕ M,

where the symbol ⊕ denotes exclusive-or operation.
Step 2: Alice sends the tuple (c, v, e, s) to the recipient Bob.
Notice that if M is large, c = EG(σ)(M), where E is a one-time security symmetric

encryption scheme (see (Fujisaki and Okamoto, 1999)).

Message Recovery and Verification
After receiving the tuple (c, v, e, s), the recipient Bob, computes

Ya = yH(IDa)
a + IDa mod n,

r = gsY e
a mod p,

σ = v ⊕ F (rxbmod p),

M = c ⊕ G(σ).

Then, Bob checks if the following equation holds:

e = H(M, σ, r). (3)

If it holds, then he is convinced that the signature is a valid signature from Alice. Other-
wise, rejects.

Conversion
If the signer Alice wants to repudiate her signature later, the recipient Bob can prove

Alice’s dishonesty to any verifier by revealing the parameter σ for a given (c, v, e, s). Any
verifier can check Alice’s dishonesty by the equation

e = H
(
c ⊕ G(σ), σ, gs(yH(IDa)

a + IDa mod n)emod p
)
.

Only if it holds does the verifier accept the signature generated by Alice. If Bob does
not reveal σ, any verifier cannot check the validity of the message even though he gets
the message M and the corresponding signature (c, v, e, s).
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5. Security and Performance

In this section, we only give a heuristic security discussion of the new improvement for
the sake of brevity.

The security property of the new improvement depends on those of a signature
scheme, an encryption scheme and self-certified public key scheme.

The verification equations of the signature scheme is the equation

e = H
(
c ⊕ G(σ), σ, gs(yH(IDa)

a + IDa mod n)emod p
)
.

Hence this is a variant of the verification equation of the Schnorr signature scheme
(Schnorr, 1991) that is proven secure against an adaptively chosen-message attack under
the difficulty of discrete logarithms in random oracle models (Pointcheval and Stern,
2000).

In the encryption scheme, we adapt the technique of secure integration of asymmetric
and symmetric encryption schemes proposed by Fujisaki and Okmoto (1999) to achieve
the chosen ciphertext security. Here, an ElGamal encryption scheme (ElGamal, 1985) is
employed only for distributing a session key of a symmetric encryption scheme for mes-
sage encryption. Fujisaki and Okmoto showed that the security of this hybrid encryption
scheme depends only on those of the asymmetric and symmetric encryption primitives
and the following property of the asymmetric encryption primitive – given an appropriate
message space, for any message in the space, the variants of the encryption occur in a
large enough number, provided the coins are chosen uniformly from the coin space of the
encryption scheme.

The security of the self-certified public keys comes from the RSA assumption (Rivest
et al., 1978).

Compared with the Lv et al.’s scheme, our scheme is more efficient in terms of com-
munication and computation costs. The bit size of modulo n in the Lv et al.’s scheme is
double of those in our scheme. The bit size of s in the Lv et al.’s scheme is larger than
those of e plus s in our scheme. Meanwhile, the bit size of exponents in the Lv et al.’s
scheme is double of those of modulo n, which is larger than those of modulo q in our
scheme.

6. Conclusions

We have first showed that the verifier can recover messages if given many triples of mes-
sage, signature and ciphertext in the basic convertible authenticated encryption scheme
proposed by Lv et al.

Finally, we propose new improvements to the Lv et al.’s schemes to overcome these
weaknesses. We heuristically show that the public key encryption scheme is chosen ci-
phertext secure in the random oracle model under the difficulty of Diffie–Hellman prob-
lem and the signature scheme is secure against an adaptively chosen-message attack in
the random oracle model.
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By using a new way to use Girault’s self-certified public key, our improvement is
more efficient than the convertible authenticated encryption scheme of Lv et al. Hence
our improvement is more practical.

Our further work is to give a formal security model and provide a formal security
proof to the new improvements.
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Praktini ↪u konvertuojamo autentikuoto kodavimo schem ↪u,
naudojanči ↪u pasiliudijančius atvirus raktus, kriptoanalizė ir
pagerinimas

Zuhua SHAO

Konvertuojamo autentikuoto kodavimo schemos leidžia nurodytam gavėjui ir atstatyti, ir
patikrinti pranešim ↪a. Be to, gavėjas gali ↪irodyti trečiajai šaliai siuntėjo nes ↪ažiningum ↪a, jei siuntėjas
vėliau išsižada savo parašo. Neseniai Lv ir kiti parodė, kad Wu ir kit ↪u bei Huang ir kit ↪u konvertuo-
jamo autentikuoto kodavimo schemos negali užtikrinti semantinio užkoduot ↪u pranešim ↪u saugumo.
Todėl jie pasiūlė praktinio konvertuojamo autentikuoto kodavimo schem ↪a, panaudojanči ↪a pasiliudi-
jančius atvirus raktus, ir išplėtė j ↪a situacijai, kai pasirašyti pranešimai yra dideli. Šiame straipsnyje
mes parodome, kad tikrintojas gali atstatyti pranešimus, jei turi daug Lv ir kit ↪u konvertuojamo au-
tentikuoto kodavimo schemos pranešimo, parašo ir kodo trejet ↪u. Vėliau mes pasiūlome nauj ↪a ši ↪u
schem ↪u pagerinim ↪a, ↪iveikiant↪i š↪i trūkum ↪a ir pagerinant↪i jo efektyvum ↪a.


